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Abstract : D i-h a d ro n ic  m o le cu le s  such as d i-m c so n , m c so n -b a iy o it and d i-b a ry o n  states are s tud ied  in  the le la l iv is t ic  co n fin em en t m ode l We 
I Imu to inputcd the b in d in g  ene rgy o f  the d i-h a d ro n ic  systems lik e  K -N ,  J f ~ N  . p - N  etc., as pen ta -q iia rk  states, 2 jt . P ~ P  . F - K * . K * ~ K * , D - D *  etc. 
.1. k ti:i-c |iia ik  stales and N - N ,  N - A  . A — A  etc  as d i-b a iy o m c  slates us ittg  a m o le c iila i in te ra c tio n  p ro v ide d  by a sym p to tic  express ion  o f  the c o n fin ed  
cvehange po ten tia l. We f in d  the lowe.sl pen ta -quark state lies in the energy range o f  1.180 - 2 .247 CjcV  as p red ic ted  by o the r theo re tica l m tx le ls . 
l!ic Lvotic states such as ./,, (0  9 82 ). (1 170), / „  (1 7 0 ), / ,  (1 5 6 5 ) , . / ,  (1 .95 ), tp (4 0 40 ) etc arc id e n t i j ie d  as the d i-m e so n ic  had ion  m o lecu les . The
V lying d i-b a iyo n  m o le cu la r slates fo u n d  to  be in  the range o f  1 990 -2 ,907  CieV w ith  th e ir b in d in g  energ ies ly in g  between 112 120 M eV
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1. Introduction
1 \otic states o f multi-quarks and gluons have been predicted 
by the theory o f  quantum chromodynamics and related 
phenomenological models | l-6j. The exotic states include those 
which do not fit in the qq and qqq states. So they include the 
*i>iii-tiuark states, penta-quark states, hybrids such as qqg  and 
glueball states. Though there are many candidates 
tor the di-mesonic states, glueballs and hybrids |7], the recent 
discovery o f a penta-quark state in the energy range o f 1.54 ±
[8] GeV/c^ has opened up renewed interest in the field o f 
niolecLilar hadrons in hadron physics. This penta-quark state is 
understood as a molecular meson-baryon resonance containing 
mlds quarks [8-10],
The multi-quark system has previously been studied in the 
tramework o f Bag model [ 11] and nonrelativist ic ptitential models 
12). But there exist little success towards understanding the 
c^tra-quark and penta-quark states as di-hadron molecules due 
nonperturbative nature o f QCD at the hadronic scale. It is 
widely believed that the QCD sum rule and the instanton based 
arc capable nonperturbative methods to extract the 
 ^“rre.sponding Author
properties o f hadrons 113, 14J, but there exist little works on 
multiquark states, especially their systematic calculations. The 
time-delay method o f meson-meson and meson-baryon 
scattering, provides useful information about spectro.scopy o f 
meson and baryon resonances [15, 16).
Experimentally, there are several multi-quark candidates, such 
as/, (1.42), /„ ( 1.70). (1 -565). 1.96). IJ/ (4.040). X(3.87),
(2.632), Z+( 1.54) etc.,\l. 8J reported.
Among the many thet^retical attempts and approaches to 
explain the hadron proper-lies based on its quark structure, very 
few were successful in predicting the hadronic properties starting 
from low flavour to heavy flavours. Apart from some recent al­
gebraic attempts which lack the probable link with the theoretical 
approximations o f qcd for the confinement o f quarks [17] most 
o f the properties o f  hadrons are reported in the potential 
framework. The nonrelativistic potential models with linear plus 
coulomb, power potential [ 18-20] etc. were successful at the 
heavy flavour sectors, while the nonrelativistic harmonic 
oscillator potentials [21 ] as well as the Bethe-Salpeter approach 
under harmonic confinement [22] were successful at the low 
flavour sectors.
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Though the mtxJcls based on instantons are derivable from 
first principles o f QCD at the non-perturbativc regime, they have 
been employed largely at the low flavour sector 1141. Similar to 
the instantons which are the fluctuations o f the gluon field, that 
explains non-perturbative effects and quite effectively in 
reproducing many features o f the strong interactions, we have 
been able to provide a physical basis for the heuristic nature o f 
the phenomenological confinement schemes with Lorentz scakir 
plus Lorentz vector character such as the relativistic harmonic 
confinement model (R H M ) for quarks and the current 
confinement model (C'C^M) for gluons, based on an effective 
theory o f small fluctuations around a background classical 
solution o f Young-Mills thet)iy {23| in the ft r^m o f condensate 
o f the backgnnind colour fields. I'hcse models have already 
been employed for the study o f the magnetic moments o f 
baryons, light flavour low-lying masses o f hadrons and for the 
study o f gliieballs [24, 25]. They were also instrumental for the 
derivation o f the residual effective (confined) one gluon exchange 
potential (COGEl^) through Breit formalism under the Born 
approximation I26f The RHM model with COGEP has al.so 
successfully employed for the study o f  nucleon-nucleon 
scattering phase shifts in quarks cluster calculations (27, 28] as 
well as in the study o f masses and decay constants o f mesons 
from low flavour to heavy llavours |29). Recently, RHM has 
also been employed along with OGEP and III (In.stanton Induced 
Interaction) for the study o f the light flavour mesons |30j.
Wc employ the relativistic harmonic model (RH M ) which is 
known to be one o f the successful models for the study o f 
various properties o f hadrons and for the A^  — A^  interaction with 
the effective confined one gluon exchange interaction 127-29]. 
For the di - hadronic state, we consider a large r (r  «>) limit 
o f the confined gluon propagator |291 that appear in the COGEP 
to get the weak residual confined gluon interaction similar to 
the Van-der Waals interaction o f the atomic molecules. However, 
the strength o f the residual confined gluon exchange interaction 
between the quarks within the hadron and between the htidrons 
o f molecular state may be different. So, with the known dsuud 
penta-quark stale as the K—N  molecular hadron, we fix the 
molecular strength and compute all other low-lying di-meson 
tetra-quark states, meson-baryon penta-quark states and di- 
baryon hexa-quark states.
As we are employing the RHM  scheme for the conventional 
hadronic mass calculations, the essential features o f RHM is 
reviewed in Section 2 o f  this paper.
2. Model for mesons and baryons
In the relativistic harmonic confinement scheme (RHM ) extended 
for heavy flavours (ERHM  )  [29], the quarks and antiquarks 
inside a hadron are under the action o f  a Lorentz vector plus 
scalar mean field potential o f  the form [24]
( l l
Here, A is the confinement mean field parameter, is ihc n,,  ^
matrix and r is the mean distance o f the quark from iho h.KlKmi^  
center. The confined single particle state o f the quarks uihIl, 
this mean field potential is described by the Dirac cc|Liaiinn
-m „  - V ( i  )] = 0 , ,,,
where, the quark wave function expressed m hispin,,,
form i;y,(p ) satisfy the coupled equations
and
{E-m,i)(/> = - i a  V x  . u,
Here, m^^ is the quark mass parameter and E is the eiKi \ 
eigenvalue o f the single particle Dirac equation. vSo ilit- iw^ 
component form o f the Dirac wave function can be wntieii ;is
X O )
E +  M
'I J
for quarks and
icr X
E + M ,,
-X 0 - )
for antiquarks. The equation satisfied by the upper componciii 
X  o f is now given by
[ - V -  + (£  + )A - r -^ x  = (£■"+ ) z  .
It is similar to the three - dimensional spherically symmctii^  
harmonic oscillator equation with eigenvalue E “ -  ^
energy dependent angular frequency (size parameter) 
given by
+ 111^ ) ^ .
Thus, we have the energy eigenvalues
E l  = ±(m^ + (2/V +  (</))
where, N = 0 ,1,2.3...
(Si I
‘ jnd ihc radial solution o f eq. (7) is given by 
— l /T  “l I /2
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Hn, (r ) =
2fi /’ (n + f  + 3/2)
expl ~JQk / '+ I /2
^ (10)
Here, the oscillator eigenvalue 2N^  3 occurs in the expressi(.Hi 
tor /: V jftstcad o f o f a nonrelativistic oscillator potential. 
The radial quantum number n is related to Nby N = 2n -i-\. Using 
e(j (S) in eq. (9), we obtain the single particle energy eigenvali^ 
f:  ^ satisfying the equation j'
M -E ^  + +3V  A - = 0 .  (Jl
We can have an exact nonrelativistic reduction by eliminatin 
the lower component from totally through
iKinslormation given by [27J
f'(/  ^ -
I + -
CT P
\E^sy,
^  p
( 12)
i 2 N  + 2 )£2 s {< l)^ m l
3m„
-■<2o(<7) (13)
The confined energies o f the hadrons are then obtained by 
adding the respective intrinsic energies o f the chosen llavour 
combinations. It is known that the residual Coulomb as well as 
the spin-hyperfine one gluon exchange interactions arc also im­
portant in the predictions o f hadronic masses containing heavy 
flavours |29j. Results o f these computations are employed f(M* 
the present study o f di-hadronic systems.
Tabic 1. The model paiainetcis. hadion masses and then si/c parameieis 
hom ERHM
Mesons
Masses ol‘ 
mesons 
MeV MeV-
Hai yons
Masses of 
bai yons 
MeV
i2,,
MeV-
14‘> & 767 6.1601 J ‘TV) & 1232 160802
K & K ' 507 & 621 7744 1 MSI & 1.163 21K4K2
I75X & 1064 22785.1 - -
Confinement mean field parameters:
/\ = 2166 (Me V)^ -^
82.8 MeV; = 357..SMeV; J428MeV;
M/^  = 4637McV; CCM Parameter, C= 50McV 129).
Binding energies of di-hadrons
The low-lying di-hadronic molecular mass consisting i f^ either 
o f di-meson tetra-quark states, meson-baryon penla-quark states 
and baryon-baryon hexa-quark stales is given by
3
such that \ V '„ )^ {X \ x ) and are normalized. With such a 
leduclion to nonrelativistic case, the single particle energy 
dc.scnbed by eq. (9) is identical for both quarks and antiquarks. 
1 uriher in the limit o f momentum p 0, the eigenvalue be­
comes proportional to the distance r which is consistent with 
the lattice lesult o f the linear behaviour o f confinement potential. 
The single particle energy o f the quark and antiquarks m this 
.scheme, has been used to construct the masses o f the mesons 
hv taking into account o f the spurious motion o f the center o f 
mass.
We adopt a scheme similar to the one which was used for 
the predictions o f the low - lying baryonic masses by keeping 
the center o f mass at the lowest eigenstate [24]. Then the intrinsic 
energies o f the participating quarks are obtained by subtracting 
their contribution to the center o f mass from their single particle 
energy. Accordingly, intrinsic energy o f quarks in a /7-quark 
'system is given by f29]
= M,, ''' (14)
where and are the masses o f the two hadnms,/?j and
. the molecular binding energy for the di - hadronic 
(//j -  system is obtained as
(15)
where is the relative coordinate o f two hadrons. V(/‘,^) is the 
di-hadronic molecular potential. By considering residual 
interaction o f the confined gluon similar to the Van-der Waals 
like interaction, and is assumed as that due to asymptotic 
expression (/* —> oo) o f the residual confined one gluon 
exchange interaction with a strength we express it as 126,
31]
V^ (6 2 ) = - (16)
where is the residual strength o f the strong interaction 
molecular coupling and C is the effective colour screening o f 
the confined gluons.
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The radial wave function for the ground state o f the di- 
hadronic molecule is assumed as
(17)
(18)
Here, in the case o f meson-baryon system, /z j, correspond 
to the meson and baryon, respectively. With the known sinidd 
penta-quark state as the K-N molecular hadron [81, we fix the 
strength = 0.081) o f the residual confined gluonic
interaction and predict all other h^w-lying di-hadronic slates. 
The gluon confinement parameter C = 50 M eV has been chosen 
the same as that used earlier studies [291. The size param-eters 
i2 , , X? 2  masses o f the respective hadrons (mesons and 
baryons) employed here are from ERHM [29] and are listed in 
Table 1. The computed binding energy and masses for the 
system o f di-mesons, me.son-baryons and di-baryons systems 
with their binding energies are given in Tables 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively. The spin hyperfine interaction o f the di-hadrimic 
state is found to be negligibly small.
4. Conclusions
We have computed the binding energies and mas.ses o f exotic 
hadron resonances by treating them as di-hadronic molecules 
based on a confinement scheme for mesons and baryons. The 
present work is motivated by the recent experimental evidence 
for a narrow baryon resonance with strangeness 5 = -f 1, =
( l/2)~, at the energy o f 1.54 ± 0 .01 GeV/c“ that decays into 
and neutron [8J. This decay identifies the baryon resonance as 
a meson-baryon hadron molecule |8]. The penta-quark state as 
a single multiquark hadron can decays to many other possible 
channels which have not seen experimentally. This strongly 
supports the hadron molecular idea. Also such a multiquark 
state is expected to be at higher energy than observed at 1.5 
GeV However, the exact differences between them require more 
intense study. The present attempt on hadron molecules is just 
a first step in this direction.
The di-hadronic interaction has been taken as that due to 
the asymptotic expression o f the confined one gluon exchange 
interaction among the quarks [28J, while the hadronic masses 
have been computed using the ERHM  model. The Van-der-Waals 
type o f di-hadronic binding energies have been computed using
where i 2 , 2  is the size parameter o f the di-hadronic state, and 
here, we employ an additivity rule for the size parameter i 2 j2 as 
(S2 i -hfJj — ^ 1 2 )» where and ^^2 arc the size parameter o f 
the particular hadrons and respectively. Using eqs. (15- 
17) we get
Di-hadron 
sy.siem
li ] - h 2
p  hi h2
MeV
Di-me sons 
mass 
CicV
lix,-, " 
States |7{ 
(it>\
n - n 64.56 0.363 ./o(0 4-i 2,
n -K 68.05 0.724 -
n ~ p r 64 56 0.981
K -K 7 1 36 1.085 / o<d OKO,
7t-K^ r 68.05 1.138 /t,( 1 1 /0i
P  -K r 68.05 1 342 A- {^ \
K~K^ r 71 .36 1 .499 A' ,(I 400:
p - p ()++ j++ 2’^ '^ 64 56 1 .599 / o( •
P - K ' 68 05 1 .756 / o< 1 "^'9)
0*^ * 2’"'" 7 1 36 1 .9 1 3 /,(! 950,
n - D 98 27 2 005 -
n D 98 27 2.21 1 />, (2 470)
K -O tr^ 100 59 2.366 -
K-ir^ D 100.59 2 572 P  ,(2 S7^
P ~ i ) r 98 27 2 623
K *  - I ) I ^ 100.59 2 780
P  - / )  ■>■ 98 27 2 8.^ 9 -
K * -D * Qf. 1 2* * 100 59 2 986 -
D-D I 23 06 3 6 39
D 1 23.06 3 845 ,V ( t 8 7 () 1
0++ 2"-' 1 23.06 4 051 1// (4 040)
Table 3. Low-lying masses of penta-quarks states as meson 
parity baryon moJcciile
h baryon ncjj.ii
Di-hadron
system
h,-li2
J'* ph fi3
MeV
Penta-quark
mass
GeV
Othei
theory
(ieV
(1/2)' 91.75 1 180 1.20 |S|
n  “ 2’ (1/2)' 96.66 1.427 A (I 405)[7|
7T- A (3/2)' 94.75 1 473 -
K -N (1/2)' 94.24 1.540 Z^(1.54){Ht
A - 2: (1/2) 99.02 1.787 2'(1.750 17]
p -N (I/2)'.(3/2)*. 91.75 1.798
K - A (3/2)' 93.24 1.833 1.85 1161
(l/2)'.(3/2)' 94.24 1.954 -
(1/2)-(3/2)' 96.66 2.045
p - A  (l/2)'.(3/2)'.(5/2)' 91,75 2.091 -
I C -A  (I/2)'.(.V2)*.(5/2r 94.24 2.247 -
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lablc 4. Low-lying masses of hcxa - quarks slates as di-baiyon molecule
, hadion 
,vsicm 
h, //. CjcV
Hexa - quark Other-
masses theory
(IcV r.cV 132)
A'-A' 
/V- J 
I-J  
-V 2 
J - 2
0* 1 ^
1+ 2*- 
2" 3^
0+ r  
1+ 2^
0^  r
r  2*
tr 1♦ 2* 3^
1 I 2 55 
I 12.55 
1 I 2 55 
1 16.50 
1 16.50 
I 20 40 
I 20 40 
1 20 4‘)
1 .000 
2.284 
2 577 
2 237 
2 5 30 
2 482 
2 605 
2 007
2.17
2.46
the 1:RHM basis with a residual strong interaction strength A I 
This paiametcr was fixed through the experimentally knowfi 
pcnia-cjuark state as a K-N hadron molecule |8). As we havfe 
eunsideied the residual confined gluon exchange potential i'or 
the molecular interaction, it must be same for different 
compositions o f the di-hadrons. Thus, the study provides us 
paiameici free predictions o f various l(^w-laying di-hadronic 
haclion molecular states. The computed results arc shown in 
Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Our predictions shown in Tables 
? and 3 are compared and identified with some td' the 
c\penmcntally known exotic hadronic stales. 'These ext)iic stales 
aic those whose spin parity do not match with the expected 
cpiaik- anliquark structure lor mesons and 3-ciuark structure of 
barvons. Accordingly, the pseudo.scalar di-mesonic and vector- 
\cctoi di-mesonic combinations will have the parity and charge 
(.'onjugation PC^  as -+-i- while for the combinations o f p.seudo.scalar- 
vcctordi-nicson state will have PC value + - ,  as shown in Table 
2 fhe experimental low-lying candidates with the predicted 7^ " 
values arc chosen for comparison.
We found many 0^ *^  di-me.sonic states in the energy range o f 
0 363 GeV to 1.913 GeV in the light flavour {it, d. s) sector. Many 
these states are identified with experimentally known exotic 
mcsonic vstates. Accordingly, we identify (1.170 GeV) l' "^’ and 
/()(0.980 GeV) 0^*" stales as the /r- * and K -K  di-mesome
Stales. Other di-mesonic states with charmed D-mesons are also 
being studied. The D ,(2.42 GeV), D , (2.540 GeV), X(3.870GeV) 
and V/ (4.040 GeV) are identified here as fr -O *, D -O *
imd 2D* di-mesonic states respectively. Many o f these predicted 
states could be experimentally seen.
The low-lying penta-quark states as the meson-baryon di- 
badronic molecule naturally provide us negative parity baryons. 
 ^he.se states in the a.d.s sector, have been studied and arc 
kibiilated in Table 3. The non-strange meson-baryon molecular 
resonances in the mass range o f 1.180-2.247 GeV are predicted. 
J he well known yi (1.405 GeV ) f9, 101 is very close to predicted
2. di-hadronic molecule. Its decay (100 %) in to S/r mode
|71 also suggest it to be the meson-baryon molecule. Other states 
that wc could identify arc the 2T (1.750 GeV) (1/2)'" baryon or K 
- -T (1.787 GeV) .state. The resonance (1.850 GeV) observed by 
Kelkcrc/ at \ 101 in a lime delay analysis ni reaction is close 
to t)ur K -  A di -hadronic molecular state. As A is just spin 
excitation o f N, the time delay analysis of/C'- A can thn^w more 
inft)rmation regarding st)me o f these states.
The binding energies oi' the di-baryonic sy.stems (NN  to 
-1 ) in the u, d, s, sector tabulated in Table 4 are in the range 
ot‘ 1 12 - 120 MeV compared to 92 - 99 Me V of the meson-baryon 
pcnla-quark systems and (>4 - 1 23 MeV o f the di-mcsonic teira- 
quark systems . 'fhe predicted masses td* the di-baryonic 
systems arc in the range 1.990 - 2.907 GeV as against other 
theoretical predictions o f 2.17 - 2.46 GeV 132]. Many o f these 
dihadronic molecular stales with the predicted spin-parity are 
expected to be ovserved experimentally.
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